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May 29 2020 

Dear Teachers, Staff, Students, Parents and Community Members, 
 

Wednesday night the Governor put out his latest version of what school districts could do for 
graduation/promotion exercises amid the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent school district closure. Once 
again, leadership in Trenton has changed the rules with very little governance. What appears to be a win for 
in-person graduations really causes much more concern. For high school students, it is imperative that there is 
some form of certification of graduates in June so diplomas may be conferred. Students who are entering the 
military (usually immediately after graduation) need to have a high school diploma. Other students may be leaving 
for any variety of reasons and they also need to have that closure. Choosing a random date in July for an outdoor 
in-person graduation poses potential weather issues (no indoor ceremonies), potential legal issues (students are 
no longer members of the district), potential coverage issues (many teachers and administrators are reticent 
about returning to the schools) and equity issues (students who can not participate because of other 
commitments). These issues were conveyed to Trenton and this morning a new update came from Trenton 
allowing drive by and drive in ceremonies in June that met all the regulations associated with the executive 
orders.  
 

The New Egypt High School administration has worked very hard to come up with a ceremony that meets 
the needs of the students and families while following the executive orders (that keep changing) concerning social 
distancing, group size, and equity. It is our intention to move forward with our plan of having a drive by high school 
graduation  on June 19, 2020 where the class is broken up into 2 groups of 21 and 3 groups of 22 that will arrive 
at the New Egypt Middle School entrance in 90 minute intervals with each family given a specific time and position 
number. Families will be restricted to 4 family members plus the graduate in the vehicle.  Vehicles will be lined up 
every 20 feet from the entrance to the south end of the stadium (behind the middle school by the concession 
stand) and wrap around the middle school on the access road to the front of the middle school. One (1) vehicle 
will enter the stadium on the track and proceed to the 50-yard line. The graduate will get out of the passenger side 
as their name is announced and move to the stage where a diploma cover will be waiting for them. The graduate 
will proceed to the middle of the stage and have their picture taken by a videographer who will be 20 feet from the 
stage. The High School Principal, Assistant Principal, Supervisor of Guidance, Superintendent, and 1 Board of 
Education member (in masks and gloves and 8 feet behind the student and 6 feet apart) for the video. After the 
video is captured,  the graduate will leave the stage, re-enter the vehicle and proceed to the north gate of the 
stadium where the graduate will proceed to a staged area for a picture under the scoreboard and flag taken by a 
professional photographer who will be 20 feet from the staged area. The graduate then will re-enter the vehicle 
and the family will leave the stadium and exit the school grounds by driving out the New Egypt High School 
entrance . As the graduate is being photographed the next car will enter the stadium on the south side and the 
process will continue. There will never be more than 13 people within 200 feet of each other and a maximum of 4 



will be in the vehicle the entire time. It is estimated it will take approximately 7 hours to have all 108 graduates 
receive their diploma and have picture opportunities. 

 
 Any family that does not have a vehicle will be allowed after all the vehicles have left the grounds to walk 

into the stadium and have the student videoed receiving their diploma and have their picture taken by the 
scoreboard. The graduate videos will be compiled and shared at a later date. On the evening of June 19, a virtual 
graduation including graduate recognition and graduation speeches will be streamed so others may watch from 
home. Families may download and save this link as a keepsake to have forever. The school district believes this 
ceremony will meet the expectations of our students and families while meeting all the necessary precautions to 
keep everyone safe, and provide everyone with an opportunity to participate in the graduation.  

 
The school district recognizes the achievements of all our students in their progression through formal 

elementary, middle and high school grades. While we believe that the progressive movement through the 
educational system is worthy of recognition, we believe that the attainment of a high school diploma to be the 
capstone event of formal elementary and secondary education. The New Egypt Middle School promotional 
exercise will be a virtual ceremony this year that will be created to truly recognize these students and their 
successful progression through the eighth grade.  

 
Warrior Pride, 
 
Jerry North 

 
 


